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Dear Valued Clients, 

We finally had a brutal day in the markets. We haven't seen a day this bad in about
two years, and we still need to absorb more information of course, but wanted to
send you out some timely information to let you know what our thoughts are so far
before we head into the weekend. 

We do not feel this is a reason to make any major changes as this was a sharp
reaction before the weekend, and we will look closely where the market opens
next week to determine if we feel any trends are actually occurring, and therefore if
any moves should be made specifically in reaction to them.

Best regards,

Epstein & White

What Happened in the Markets?

· The S&P 500 fell 60 points, or 2.1% today, to close at 2,762. This was the second
over-1% down day this week and in 2018 to date. In January, US stocks posted the
best start to the year since 1997 and despite this week's move lower, the S&P 500
remains up 3.4% year to date. The Nasdaq Composite fell 2.0%, while the Dow
Jones fell 2.6%.

· Today's move appeared to be focused on higher Treasury yields following the
stronger than expected nonfarm payrolls report this morning. All 11 of the S&P 500
sectors finished the day in the red, with Energy, Technology, and Materials leading
the market lower. After rallying to multi-year highs, energy was dragged down by
lower oil prices and disappointing earnings releases from large integrated oil
companies. Tech was also lower on the day following earnings releases from large
constituents.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbrZ4xvfGtgt_s3NCmSZWP4Cev09o9m8V7ICtdupkAi4PdOJGyrxrrdqCYotYYeg7sDToTv43BfNuTL-WiWfKT3d4M0HbIICmAt5Idjg8FD99G8_Rnb94tSDUdcaRrJINCLHiBiLkEDVzJ_eWSFUmR38I--ttf10QR0EmyiNri0=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbrZ4xvfGtgt_s3NCmSZWP4Cev09o9m8V7ICtdupkAi4PdOJGyrxrrdqCYotYYeg7sDToTv43BfNuTL-WiWfKT3d4M0HbIICmAt5Idjg8FD99G8_Rnb94tSDUdcaRrJINCLHiBiLkEDVzJ_eWSFUmR38I--ttf10QR0EmyiNri0=&c=&ch=


· Treasury yields climbed to new closing highs with the 10-year at 2.84%. The move
higher in yields has been cited as a risk to equity markets as higher yields may
pressure valuations. The US Dollar Index finished the day slightly higher.

Catalysts for Market Move

The S&P 500 fell 2.1% today, as higher interest rates were in focus. This morning's
January non-farm payrolls report was better than expected, showing that the US
added 200,000 new jobs vs. expectations of 180,000 new jobs. Average hourly
earnings surprised to the upside, growing at 2.9% year-over-year, and at the
highest level since 2009. Treasury yields moved higher on the news as the market
viewed growing wages potentially leading to higher inflation. 10-year US Treasury
yields ended the day 5 basis points higher at 2.84%, putting pressure on equities.
Additionally, several large S&P 500 constituents across the Energy and
Technology space released disappointing earnings which weighed on the market.
Still, earnings remain strong in aggregate.

Halfway through 4Q 2017 earnings season, S&P 500 companies have in
aggregate beaten top-line revenue estimates by 1.0% and bottom-line EPS
estimates by 3.3%. This has translated into year-over-year revenue growth of 9.6%
and EPS growth of 14.8%. The impacts of tax reform continue to be in focus as
companies announce their plans around repatriated cash, which have included
increasing wages, one-time bonuses, charitable donations, and investment in jobs
and manufacturing.

Current Outlook

Analysts continue to recommend equities over fixed income given their
constructive view on accelerating global economic and earnings growth, supportive
financial conditions, the potential for global fiscal stimulus and cheap relative
valuations. Individual and institutional investor sentiment and positioning for US
equities is getting much more optimistic and may have entered the "Euphoric
Stage" analysts called for a year ago-the more speculative and lower quality part
of this rally. As a result, most analysts are not as bullish on stocks as they were last
year at this time. They expect a more normal year in terms of total return and
volatility as the Fed potentially surprises to the upside on the back of higher growth
and inflation, earnings dispersion increases, and as Washington moves from policy
back to politics with mid- term elections. They prefer a barbell of positioning within
equity portfolios-consider deep cyclical stocks, Financials and reasonably priced
growth stocks. They expect high valuation and ultra-defensive/low-volatility
strategies to under perform as global growth and pro-cyclical company earnings
potentially surprise to the upside. They think Japan still offers an attractive
opportunity for both stock picking and beta plays levered to global recovery and
forecast a strengthening/flat yen, and therefore, removed their currency hedge for
Japanese equity positions in early January. Within fixed income, they recommend
US-only positioning with no exposure to high yield and some TIPS as inflation
expectations recover further with a stable/weaker dollar, potentially rising oil prices
and a tighter labor market. Most analysts remain underweight longer maturities and
other interest rate-sensitive assets like REITs where there are also some signs of
credit risk. They believe oil prices could surprise on the upside this year and
maintain exposure via energy stocks and MLPs. Lastly, analysts believe interest
rates are likely to rise as inflation and growth expectations improve, but then fall
again in the second half, leaving high-quality fixed income investments with low, but
potentially positive returns for 2018. There may be a better time to add to duration
later in the first half of 2018, in their view.



Investing involves risk including the potential loss of principal. No investment strategy can guarantee a profit or
protect against loss in periods of declining values.

Diversification does not guarantee profit nor is it guaranteed to protect assets.

International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability and may not be
suitable for all investors.

The Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of the
stock market in general.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a price-weighted average of 30 significant stocks traded on the New York
Stock Exchange and the NASDAQ. The DJIA was invented by Charles Dow back in 1896.

The Nasdaq Composite is an index of the common stocks and similar securities listed on the NASDAQ stock market
and is considered a broad indicator of the performance of stocks of technology companies and growth companies. 

The MSCI EAFE Index was created by Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) that serves as a benchmark
of the performance in major international equity markets as represented by 21 major MSCI indices from Europe,
Australia, and Southeast Asia.
  
The 10-year Treasury Note represents debt owed by the United States Treasury to the public. Since the U.S.
Government is seen as a risk-free borrower, investors use the 10-year Treasury Note as a benchmark for the long-
term bond market.

Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and are not intended as investment advice or to predict
future performance.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.

You cannot invest directly in an index.

Consult your financial professional before making any investment decision.

Fixed income investments are subject to various risks including changes in interest rates, credit quality, inflation
risk, market valuations, prepayments, corporate events, tax ramifications and other factors.

These are the views of Platinum Advisor Marketing Strategies, LLC, and not necessarily those of the named
representative, Broker dealer or Investment Advisor, and should not be construed as investment advice. Neither
the named representative nor the named Broker dealer or Investment Advisor gives tax or legal advice. All
information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, we make no representation as to its completeness or
accuracy. Please consult your financial advisor for further information.

By clicking on these links, you will leave our server, as the links are located on another server. We have not
independently verified the information available through this link. The link is provided to you as a matter of
interest. Please click on the links below to leave and proceed to the selected site. 
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